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 The problem of testing a given ARMA model (in which the density of
 the generating white noise is unspecified) against other ARMA models is
 considered. A distribution-free asymptotically most powerful test, based on a
 generalized linear serial rank statistic, is provided against contiguous ARMA
 alternatives with specified coefficients. In the case when the ARMA model in
 the alternative has unspecified coefficients, the asymptotic sufficiency (in the
 sense of Le Cam) of a finite-dimensional vector of rank statistics is estab-
 lished. This asymptotic sufficiency is used to derive an asymptotically man-
 min most powerful test, based on a generalized quadratic serial rank
 statistic. The asymptotically maximin optimal test statistic can be interpret-
 ed as a rank-based, weighted version of the classical Box-Pierce portmanteau

 statistic, to which it reduces, in some particular problems, asymptotically and
 under Gaussian assumptions.

 1. Introduction.

 1.1. Rank tests for time series analysis. Time series analysis is certainly one
 of the areas in statistics whose development has been most impressive during the
 past two decades, and its importance for practical applications, ranging from
 economics to engineering has been widely recognized. However in spite of the
 growing interest in the subject and in spite of the fact that the need for robust or
 rank-based procedures has been emphasized by many authors, not much has
 been done to introduce such procedures (especially the rank-based ones) in the
 time series context.

 This does not mean, of course, that no attempt was ever made to use
 rank-based methods beyond the classical problems involving i.i.d. (independent
 and identically distributed) observations. A very comprehensive bibliography on
 rank tests for non-i.i.d. observations can be found in a paper entitled " Nonpara-
 metric testing for time series analysis: A bibliography," by Dufour, Lepage and
 Zeidan (1982). This title however is somewhat misleading inasmuch as most of
 the papers mentioned on rank-based methods deal with such problems as testing
 for randomness (i.i.d. observations) against trend alternatives (trend in location,
 in dispersion, ordered altematives .... ) under which observations are nonidenti-
 caUy but still independently distributed, whereas time series analysis is typically
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 concerned with nonindependent observed data and their serial depenclence
 structure. Thus, it appears from this bibliography along with more recent
 literature that, apart from some scattered and very piecemeal results on the
 problem of testing for white noise against serial dependence [cf. Bhattacharyya
 (1984) or Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1985) for a review], the subject of rank
 tests in time series analysis remains largely unexplored.

 A first step toward a systematic treatment of this subject was taken in two
 papers by Halhn, Ingenbleek and Puri (1985 and 1987), where locally asymptoti-
 cally optimal and locally maximin-optimal rank tests (in the Pitman-Noether
 sense) were derived for the problem of testing randomness against alternatives of
 ARMA dependence. Two classes of serial rank statistics were introduced for
 that purpose.

 The first one is the class of linear serial rank statistics, of order p, of the form

 n

 (1.1) ~S(n) = (n _p- E (n) (R(n) R(tn)l (n-))
 t=p+l

 where R(n) denotes the rank of the observation x(n) in an observed series
 x(n) = (X(n),..., Xkn)) of length n, and a(n)( * is some score function. Of
 special interest is the particular linear serial rank statistic, namely, the rank

 autocorrelation rinf) [see (2.5) for definition] of order i associated with density
 f(- ) which enjoys most of the asymptotic properties of the usual sample autocor-

 relation r,(n) for Gaussian series [cf. Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1987) and
 Hallin and Puri (1987)].

 The second class of rank statistics considered is that of quadratic serial rank
 statistics, which are quadratic forms of linear serial rank statistics [cf. Hallin,
 Ingenbleek and Puri (1987)]. Of particular interest are the rank portmanteau

 statistics nD =1(ri(i')2 which provide a rank version of Box and Pierce's (1970)
 classical portmanteau statistic nE2=1(ri(n))2.

 1.2. Testing randomness against ARMA alternatives. Consider the sequence
 of ARMA(p, q) models

 p q

 (1.2) Xt - n-1/2 EaiXti = et + n- 1/2 E biti, t E Z,
 i=l i=l

 where {et) is an independent white noise, i.e., a family of i.i.d. random variables
 with mean zero, unspecified variance a 2 and density function f(-) (f has to
 satisfy some mild technical assumptions; cf. Section 2). Let ai = 0, i > p and
 bi =0, i > q; put a = (a,,..., ama(p, q)) and b = (bl,..., bm,(p q)) and denote
 by 1 11 the usual Euclidean norm. The vectors a and b and the density f
 determine what we call here a specified ARMA alternative K (')(a, b; f ). Denote
 by HP) the null hypothesis of randomness, under which X(n) is a vector of i.i.d.
 random variables with unspecified density function. Then an asymptotically
 most powerful a-level test q(n)*(a, b; f ) (among all tests of given level a) for
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 testing randomness against K ()(a, b; f ) is given by

 qp(n)*(a,b; f) = 1
 (1.3)

 max(p, q)

 if , (n - i)"/2(ai + bj)r/n) > Ila + bllklia,

 where klia denotes the (1 - a)-quantile of the standard normal distribution. In
 the Gaussian case [assuming E(Xt) = 0], (1.3) can also be expressed, under
 asymptotically equivalent "parametric" form, in terms of the sample autocorre-

 lations ) = ynas+X(n)X(n)1En J(X(n))2

 (fl(n)*(a, b; f) = 1
 (1.4)

 max(p, q)

 if i (n - i)1/2(a, + bi)r(n) > Ila + bllkl-a-
 i=l

 These results follow from Proposition 3.2 in Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri

 (1985); they can also be obtained as particular cases of Propositions 2.4 and 4.3

 by letting p1 = q, = 0 [hence A(L) = B(L) = 1] in (3.2) and (4.2).
 Of primary importance from the practical viewpoint is the development of the

 theory when the coefficients a and b in the ARMA model (1.2) are unspecified.
 We thus consider the alternative K (n)(m) consisting of all ARMA(p, q) depen-
 dencies (1.2) such that max(p, q) < m: Kfn)(m) = U{K(n)(a, b; f )la + b E
 Rm}. Also, denote by Kfn)(mId), where d El R, the family of all ARMA
 dependencies in Kfn)(m) such that Ila + bli ? d.

 Then an asymptotically maximin most powerful a-level test 4(n)*(m; f)
 (among all tests of given level a) for randomness against any alternative
 KP n)(mld ), d E R +, can be based on the rank portmanteau statistic of order m,

 m

 (1.5) 4(4n)*(m; f) = 1 if > (n- i)(ri(f) > a
 i=l

 where X2 denotes the (1 - a)-quantile of the x2 distribution with m degrees
 of freedom. In the Gaussian case, (1.5) can also be expressed, under asymptoti-
 cally equivalent "parametric" form, in terms of the classical Box-Pierce port-
 manteau statistic

 m

 (1.6) p(n)*(m; f) = 1 if E (n - i)(r(n))2 > X2
 i=l

 These latter results follow, as particular cases, from Proposition 4.3.

 1.3. Testing an ARMA model against another ARMA model. Testing for
 white noise (with unspecified density function) against ARMA dependence is
 certainly a very important problem in time series analysis, mainly because the
 nonrejection of a null hypothesis of randomness implies that complicated time
 series analysis procedures can be safely replaced with much simpler and more
 traditional devices such as the usual linear model methods. As pointed out by
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 Dufour and Roy (1985), tests for randomness can also be used to check several
 important economic hypotheses, such as market efficiency, rational expectations,
 life cycle-permanent income hypotheses, etc.

 The problem of testing a given ARMA model (with unspecified density
 function) against other ARMA models is, however, even more important because
 of its implications in the various identification and validation steps that are part
 of any time series model-building procedure.

 Denote by H(n)(A, B; -) the null hypothesis under which the observed series

 x(n) is generated by the ARMA(pl, ql) model

 (1.7) A(L)Xt Xt - AjXt_1 - - ApXt-pi
 = Et + BlEt-1 + * +Bqlet-ql = B(L)Et, t E Z,

 where (Et) is a white noise process with unspecified density function [L denotes
 the lag operator and A(L) = 1 - A1L - ... -AP,LP', B(L) = 1 +
 B1L + * + Bq L q' are linear difference operators]. Consider the filtered process

 {Zt = [A(L)]/[B(L)]Xt} and the filtered series Z(n) = (Z(n) Z(n)) associ-
 ated with the observed series x(n) (at this stage, we disregard the "starting
 values" problem involved in the definition of Z(n); as shown in Appendix 2, these
 starting values do not affect asymptotic results). Obviously, x(n) is an
 ARMA(p1, ql) series generated by (1.7) iff Z(n) is a white noise series. At first
 sight, the problem of testing H(n)(A,B;-) for the original series X(n) thus
 reduces to the previously solved problem of testing for white noise (H(n) for the
 filtered series Z()). This is true, actually, as far as the null hypothesis is
 considered; let us now turn to the alternative.

 The alternative hypotheses of interest here are those under which X(n) is an

 observed series from some ARMA model a(L)Xt = 13(L)et distinct from (1.7). In
 order to investigate locally optimal procedures, we shall consider sequences of
 alternatives that are contiguous to the null hypotheses (see Section 2.2). Let

 a((n) (L)Xt = Xt- a(n)Xt - a(n)X

 = e + (n)e + * +IRq2n)Eq2 = pn(L)E, t E Z,

 be a sequence of ARMA(p2, q2) models, with P2 2 P1, q2 ? q1 and

 n |Ai + n-1/2Yi, 1? i < p1,

 (1.9) n(n) = (An1/2Y Pi < i <P2,
 fin) =Bi + n-1/28i, 1 < i < ql,
 t n n-1/28 j, q, < i < q2.

 Denote by -y and 8 the vectors (Y1,. .., Yp2) and (81, ..., Sq2), respectively, and by
 K )(A, B; y, 8; f ) the sequence of ARMA(p2, q2) alternatives (1.8) correspond-
 ing to specified y, 8 and f. If x(n) is an observed series from (1.8), it is easy to
 see that the filtered series Z(n) is generated by the model

 (1.10) a(n)(L)B(L)Zt = A(L)f3(n)(L)Et, t E Z,
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 an ARMA(p, q) model with P2 - P1 < P < P2 + q1 and q2 - q1 < q < pl + q2.
 The model (1.10) is not a model of the type (1.2) considered in Section 1.2, except
 for the very particular case where a(n)(L) and fR(n)(L) are of the form

 a(n)(L) = A(L)(1 - n1/2(a,L + +apLP)),

 (1.11) f3(n)(L) = B(L)(1 + n-?/2(b,L + + bLq))
 yielding, for the filtered series, the ARMA(p = P2 - p1, q = q2 - ql) model

 Zt - n- 1/2 (a,Zt 1 + * apZtP) = Et + n-1/2(bjet_ + * * +bqEttq).

 Consequently, the problem of testing an ARMA model (for the original series

 X(n)) against another one [viz. testing H(n)(A, B; ) against K (n)(A, B; y, 8; f)]
 does not, in general, reduce to the previously studied problem of testing for white
 noise (for the filtered series Z(')) against ARMA dependence [viz. testing H )

 against K ()(a, b; f )], and the results of Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1985, 1987)
 are no longer applicable to this new problem. The optimal tests indeed will be
 shown to depend, in a very crucial way, on the tested model (1.7).

 1.4. Outline of the paper. We first consider, in Section 2, the problem of
 testing for randomness against contiguous specified alternatives of general linear
 dependence. The asymptotic distribution of the log-likelihood ratio for this
 problem is derived in Proposition 2.2, and an asymptotically most powerful rank
 test is provided in Proposition 2.4. These results are then used in Section 3,
 where we show that the model (1.10) describing the behaviour of the filtered
 series Z(n) under the alternative, in the problem of testing an ARMA model
 against some other ARMA model, is a particular case of the general linear model
 considered in Section 2. An asymptotically most powerful statistic for testing a
 given ARMA model against another one is given in Section 3.2, where we also
 establish the asymptotic sufficiency [in the sense of Le Cam (1960) and Htajek
 and Aidik (1967)] of a vector of max(p, + q2, P2 + q1) rank statistics [see (1.8)
 and (1.9) for a definition of p1, P2, q1 and q2]. These statistics involve the
 f-rank autocorrelations (of all available orders) and an arbitrary fundamental
 system of solutions of the homogeneous difference equation A(L)B(L)t = 0,
 t E Z, defined by the ARMA model (1.7) to be tested. The asymptotic normal
 distribution of this sufficient statistic is provided in Proposition 3.3.

 It follows (cf. Section 3.2) from the definition of asymptotic sufficiency that,
 under certain conditions, asymptotically maximin most powerful tests can be
 based on asymptotically sufficient statistics. We therefore introduce, in Section
 4.1, a generalized quadratic serial rank statistic extending the concept intro-
 duced in Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1987). The definition of this quadratic
 statistic, although involving an arbitrary fundamental system of solutions of the
 homogeneous equation A(L)B(L)'t = 0, t e Z, is shown not to depend on the
 particular system adopted (Proposition 4.1); examples are provided.

 The asymptotic x2 (under the null hypotheses) and noncentral x2 (under the
 alternative) distributions of this statistic are obtained in Proposition 4.2, and the
 asymptotic maximin optimality of the corresponding test is proved in Proposi-
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 tion 4.3. The form of the maximin-optimal statistic is discussed in some detail in
 Section 4.2. Section 5 provides some results on the asymptotic relative efficien-
 cies of our rank tests with respect to some classical parametric tests (such as the
 classical Box-Pierce or Durbin-Watson tests).

 The ranks used throughout the paper are the ranks of residuals whose
 derivation may require the inversion of a moving-average operator. Such residu-
 als in this case cannot be obtained from a finite series of observations, and
 approximate residuals have to be substituted for the exact ones. Appendix 2
 shows that this use of approximate residuals has no influence upon the results of
 the paper. Appendix 1 provides a brief overview of some results on linear
 difference equations which are used continuously throughout the paper. Appen-
 dix 3 concentrates on the proofs of the propositions.

 2. General linear processes.

 2.1. The general linear alternative. Denote by {et; t e Z} a discrete-time
 stationary white noise, i.e., a sequence of independent and identically distributed
 real-valued random variables with mean E(et) = 0 and (unspecified) variance

 E(E2) = a2. Assume that these random variables have a density function f(x)
 (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) and that the following technical condi-
 tions are satisfied:

 1. Et has finite moments up to the sixth order.
 2. f(x) is (a.e.) derivable [denote by f'(x) its derivative], absolutely continuous

 on finite intervals [see H'ajek and Aidak (1967), page 15] and satisfies
 E[If'(et)/f(Et)12+8] < X for some 8 > 0 [this implies that f(x) has finite
 Fisher information I( f ): 0 < I( f ) = E[( f'(Et)/f(?t))2] < 00]

 3. Denote by F(x) the cumulative distribution function associated with
 f(x) and let F-1(u) = inf{xlF(x) ? u}, 0 < u < 1. Define +(x) as
 - f '(F- 1(F(x)))/f (F-1(F(x))). Assume that +(x) is a.e. derivable and that its
 derivative +'(x) is (a.e.) Lipschitzian and square integrable: I+'(x) - P'(y)I <
 Klx - yj (K, K' and K" will be used throughout the paper to denote
 constants-not necessarily the same), and JoJ.2(F-1(u)) du < oo. Notice that
 +o(x) is a.e. equal to -f '(x)/f(x).

 4. f is strongly unimodal [cf. H'ajek and Sidak (1967), page 15].

 Let a = (a,, a2,...) and b = (b1, b2,...) be two sequences of real coefficients
 such that D1IaI < oo and DO bibI < so. This implies that a and b are elements
 of the Hilbert space 12 of the square-summable sequences, which ensures that,
 for n sufficiently large (we henceforth shall assume that the following holds for

 n e N), the functions 1 - n-12Y2,laiz' and 1 + n1 2Ebiz' are both analytic
 inside and on the unit circle, as well as their inverses. The stochastic difference
 equation (of "infinite order")

 00 00

 (2.1) xt - n-1/2 a Xt-, = Et + n-1/2 E bietj t E Z,
 i=l i=l
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 therefore correctly defines a unique stationary general linear process {X(n)), i.e.,
 a process of the form

 00

 (2.2) - E+ CinEt_,, t e Z
 i=l

 with DOl(c(n))2 < x [see, e.g., Priestley (1981), Section 3.5.7]. As can be easily
 seen from (2.2), {X(n)} has finite sixth-order moments if {Et} has. Notice,
 however, that the coefficients c(n) in (2.2) are generally not of the form n-1/2cj,
 so that (2.2) is not a particular case of (2.1).

 Let (n) = (x(n)x... (n)) be the value of an observed series X(n) =
 X(n) X,(n)) of length n. Denote by K (n) the hypothesis under which Xn is a
 finite realization of some general linear process {X(n)}, defined by (2.1) with
 unspecified sequences a and b and a specified input white noise density f(x)
 satisfying 1-3; let K(n)(a, b; f ) be the subhypothesis obtained by specifying a
 and b. Such hypotheses will be referred to as (specified or unspecified) general
 linear alternatives. Clearly, general linear alternatives constitute a generalization

 of the ARMA alternatives K(n)(a = (a, ... a,), b = (b1 ... bq); f ) previously
 considered in Section 1.2 (and this is why we adopt similar notations); they also
 include the hypotheses of the form K (')(A, B; y, 8; f ) (see Section 1.3) we shall
 be interested in when testing an ARMA model against other ARMA models-this
 latter statement will be made clearer in Section 3.1.

 In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we mainly establish for general linear alternatives
 some results (viz. contiguity and the form of asymptotically most powerful tests)
 that will be needed in the problem of testing an ARMA model against other
 ARMA models. First let us state a theorem due to Anderson [(1959); cf.
 Anderson (1971), Theorem 7.7.1] which will be used repeatedly.

 THEOREM 2.1. Let y(n) = y^(n) + R(n) n EN , K E N. Suppose that R(n)
 converges to zero in probability, as K -X , uniformly with respect to n [i.e.,
 for any E' > 0, E" > 0 there exists a KO(e', E") not depending on n such
 that P[IR(n)l > Et] < ?" for any K > Ko] and that the distribution functions
 F(n) - p[Y ) < y] converge, as n x, to some distribution function
 FK(y) such that lim. . 0F(y) = F(y) at every continuity point of F(y). Then
 limn - ooP[Y(n) < y] = F(y) at every continuity point of F(y).

 2.2. Generalized linear serial rank statistics. In Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri
 (1985), we established the contiguity of sequences of finite-order ARMA alterna-
 tives and the white noise hypothesis H(n). Proposition 2.2 extends this result to
 general linear hypotheses of the form K ()(a, b; f).

 Denote by L(,)(X(n)) the likelihood ratio for testing Ho(;! (the white noise
 hypothesis with specified density f ) against K (n)(a, b; f ). Then Proposition 2.2
 is proved in Appendix 3.

 PROPOSITION 2.2. The log-likelihood ratio log L(n)(X(n)) is asymptoticaUy
 normal, with mean - 1 E:0 (ai + bi)2u2I( f ) and variance E2=1(ai + b_)2a2I( f)
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 (under HHN). The sequences of hypotheses K (n(a b; f ) and Ho are therefore
 contiguous.

 Linear serial rank statistics of order p defined in (1.1) consider successive
 (p + 1)-tuples of observations and consequently cannot be expected to account
 for serial dependencies of orders higher than p. This is confirmed by Proposition
 2.3, which motivates the introduction of generalized linear serial rank statistics.

 Consider the linear serial rank statistics S(1) of order p given in (1.1). Let

 (2.3) M(n)= (n p 1)! E E an(i1,,ip--1)
 n. 1<4* --ip+,<n

 be the expectation of SW under Ho ). Assume that there exists a function
 J( ... ) defined over (0, 1)PI such that

 f IJ(vl,..., vp?)I2+8 dvl dvp+1 < oo for some 8 > 0,
 [O, 1]P+' 1

 satisfying (under HO())

 (2.4) lim E[ J(F(X )) F(X(n+)1)) - R .R( )IP } =0.

 J( . ) is called a score-generating function associated with S(n3. We further-
 more may assume without loss of generality [cf. Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri
 1987)] that

 I V11 J( ... vp+,) 1- dvj = O, i = 1,..., p +1.

 The following result then generalizes Proposition 4.3 in Hallin, Ingenbleek and
 Puri (1985).

 PROPOSITION 2.3. n1/2(S(n) - m(n)) is asymptotically normal, with nmean 0
 and variance V2 under Ho , with mean EP 1 (ai + bi)CL and variance V2 under
 K W(a,b; f), where

 P2 A
 V LOf1]2p+ 2 1( [ vJ( ... vP+1)12

 p

 and
 p-i

 ci= J(]vl, . ..,V ) E + o(F-1(vj +j))F-l(vj+j+i) dvl ... dvp +.
 j==O

 For the proof, see Appendix 3.
 Notice that this result implies that the asymptotic distribution of SW

 is exactly the same under K ()(a, b; f ) as under the pth-order truncation
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 of K(')(a,b; f ) obtained by putting 0 = ap+1 = ap+2 = * and 0 = bp+=
 bp+2 = . . . in (2.1). As a consequence, a finite-order serial rank statistic gener-
 ally cannot capture all the available information for testing H(n) against

 K (n)(a, b; f ).
 Accordingly unless a and b are such that ai = 0 = bi for i larger than some

 p < oo [in which case the general linear alternative K (n)(a, b; f ) reduces to the
 ARMA(pl, ql) alternatives considered in Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1985)],
 the asymptotically most powerful test statistic for H(n) against K (n)(a, b; f)
 does not belong to the class of linear serial rank statistics anymore. Yet an
 asymptotically most powerful test based on ranks does exist, as asserted by
 Proposition 2.4, but its "order" increases with sample size n.

 Define the rank autocorrelation coefficient associated with density f (or
 f-rank autocorrelation) of order i as

 (2.5) r,('n) = [(n - i)-1 F ( F+ )) F ( n+ (n)] )(

 with

 (2.6) m(n)-(n(n -1)) 4(F1 1nil F1(ni)

 and

 1 _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F1 F

 n(n - 1) 1?< il ki2(n (n + 1 ))F( n +1

 2(n -2i) 1 - 4F 2 )
 (n - i) n(n - 1)(n - 2) 1i*i2i3 n ( (n + )

 2 r~~~~~1 21 / 3 (2.7) X, F- n + 1 )F- (n + 1 )F (n + 1 )
 n2 _ n(2i + 3) + i2 + 5i

 +n(n - 1)(n - 2)(n - 3)(n - i) 1?<il #i2 *'I *i4? n [~kn +1/

 X0 F-1(n 1 ))F(n+ 12 )F( 1 1)]

 -(n - i) (m(n)) 2

 If a and b belong to 12, we denote by (a, b) = Y20 laibi their scalar product;
 Iail = (a, a)1/2 stands for the corresponding norm.

 PROPOSITION 2.4. Consider the test statistic

 n-1 n-1 1/2

 (2.8) S(n)* = n-1/2 , (n - i)1/2(ai + bj)ri(.n/() b1)2
 i=l / i=l
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 Then:

 (i) nl/2S(n)* is asymptotically normal, with mean 0 and variance 1 under

 Ho , and with mean ((a + b), (a + b))[u21(f)]112/jla + bli and variance 1
 under K(n)(-,b; )(with ,be12).

 (ii) S(n)* provides an asymptotically most powerful test for H() against the
 general linear alternative K (n)(a, b; f ) (among all tests of given level a):

 , n)* (a, b; f ) =1
 (2.9) n-1 n- 1 1/2

 if (n - i)1/2(ai + bi) (n) > (ai + bi)2 kl-
 i=l 1=

 where kl-a denotes the (1 - a)-quantile of the standard normal distribution.

 For the proof, see Appendix 3.

 REMARK 2.1. Unless there exists some p < oo such that ai + bi = 0, i > p
 [in which case (2.9) reduces to (1.3)], S(n)* does not belong to the class of linear
 serial rank statistics anymore. Its asymptotic distribution cannot be obtained by
 the same techniques [viz. score-generating functions) as in Hallin, Ingenbleek
 and Puri (1985). Call S(n)* a generalized linear serial rank statistic.

 REMARK 2.2. The asymptotic distribution of nl/2S(n)*-hence the asymp-
 totic optimality of the corresponding test (2.9)-depends on a and b through the
 sum a + b only: (2.9) is therefore asymptotically most powerful against the more

 general alternative U{K(n)(a, p; f )la + i = a + b}.

 REMARK 2.3. Just as in the case of finite-order ARMA alternatives, there
 exist general linear alternatives K (n)(a,b; f) against which the asymptotic
 power of (2.9) is a (viz. those for which (a + b) I (a + b), where I denotes the
 orthogonality relation in 12]. This motivates the consideration of generalized
 quadratic rank statistics (see Section 4.1).

 3. Testing an ARMA model against another ARMA model: Asymptotic
 sufficiency.

 3.1. The general linear alternative for residuals. Consider now the null
 hypothesis H(n)(A, B;-) under which the observed series is generated by the
 ARMA(pl, ql) model (1.7), where

 (a) A(L) and B(L) are of orders p1 and ql, respectively (i.e., AP, * 0 * Bql),
 (b) the polynomials A(z) and B(z), z E C, have no common roots,
 (c) the polynomials A(z) and B(z), z E C, have all their roots outside the unit

 circle,

 (d) the unspecified density f(.) of {Et} satisfies the assumptions of Section 2.1.

 Denoting by Zt the filtered observations (A(L)/B(L))Xt [i.e., the observed
 residuals with respect to (1.7)], we have seen that, under the null hypothesis,
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 {Zt} is a white noise process. Let us show that, under the altemative
 K ")(A, B; y, 8; f ) [see (1.8) and (1.9)], {Zt} is generated by a general linear
 model of the form (2.1) we investigated in Section 2. We shall assume that
 a(n)(L) and ,8(n)(L)

 (e) are such that the polynomials a(n)(z) and /3Nn)(z), z E C, have no root which
 is common for any value of n E N.

 For n sufficiently large, a3(n(z) and P(n)(z) have all their roots outside the unit
 circle and (1.8) uniquely determines a sequence of stationary ARMA processes;

 of course, we still assume that the density function f(-) of {(E} satisfies the
 assumptions of Section 2.1. Suppose p1 > 0 and q1 > 0, and denote by Gu and
 Hu, u E Z, the Green's functions of the operators A(L) and B(L), respectively
 (for definition, see Appendix 1). Under the preceding assumptions (a), (b) and (c),

 we have [A(L)]-1 = 1 + E lGULU and [B(L)]-1 = 1 + Y2 lHuLu, with
 ?-_1lGul < so and E'JllHuI <c ; (1.10) then can be written as

 - (p0,min?p2, a)

 n - i-/2 El E yiGu-iLu Zt
 (3.1) Lu= i=I

 oc minnq2, u)

 =1 + n-'/2 L E SiHu-iL' et-
 L U=1 i=.

 Let

 nlin(P2, i +PI -1)

 (3.2) a,i= E yjGij
 j=1

 and
 miin(q2 , i + ql - l)

 bi- = SjHi_j i=1, 2,
 j=1

 BecauseG1= G2 * =G_P+1 =H H+1 = 0, (3.1)
 is of the form (2.1). Let us show, moreover, that DI 1jail < xc and

 E=1IbiI < oo. For i ?P2 -p1 + 1, the ai's are a linear combination of
 Gi-1, Gi-2 ..., GL_P2, which are solutions of the homogeneous equation
 A(L)Gt = 0, t E Z; because of assumption (c), such solutions are decaying to

 zero, as i -- oo, at an exponential rate, which implies that D.jlail converges.
 The same holds for the bi's and operator B(L). Equation (3.1) thus constitutes a
 particular case of a general linear alternative, and testing H(1)(A, B; *) against
 K(')(A, B; y, 8; f ) reduces to the problem of testing H(n) against K(n)(a, b; f),
 with a and b given in (3.2).

 If p =O and/or q1= 0 , put ai = yi, i = 1,...,P2, and/or bi = Si, i-
 L-,q2-

 3.2. Asymptotically most powerful test and asymptotic sufficiency of f-rank
 autocorrelktions. An asymptotically most powerful test for H(n)(A, B; )
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 [ARMA model (1.7)] against K )(A, B; y, 8; f) [altemative model (1.8)] can
 now straightforwardly be obtained from Proposition 2.4.

 PROPOSITION 3.1. An asymptotically most powerful test for H(n)(A, B;*)
 against K (n)(A, B; -y, 8; f ) is given by (2.9), where the rank autocorrelations rt)
 given by (2.5) are computed from the ranks of the filtered series Z(n) and the

 a, 's and bi's are given in (3.2). Under the same conditions, the asymptotic
 distribution of the generahzed linear serial rank statistic (2.8) remains the same
 as in Proposition 2.4(i).

 Unless otherwise specified, all the ranks and rank statistics we refer to in the
 sequel are computed from the filtered series Z(n).

 Consider the general problem of testing H(n) against K n3 where H n)= {l=n)}
 and K -n) {ln)} are families of densities for some observed series X) defined
 over a sample space (_1((,), .(n)). Recall that the envelope power function
 f(a, H(n, K(n)) for this problem is defined as

 (3.3) f3(a,H(n),K(n)) sup inf Ei(,)
 X )l(n) 1 (n

 where the supremum is taken over all the tests 4'n) satisfying, for fixed
 a E (02,1),

 (3.4) ElS,n) [ (n) I < a, l(n) CHn)
 Let T(n) be some statistic from (y(n), /(n)) to some range space (9(n, g(n)).

 Define the envelope power function fT(a" H( K (n)) associated with Tin) by
 taking the supremum in (3.3) over the set of all T(n)-measurable tasts 4,(n)

 satisfying (3.4). If we denote by Hp) and Ki4) the families of densities
 [on (Sin), R(n))] induced from H(n) and Kin) by VI), then clearly
 1T(a, H(n) KW) = -1(a, Hn)2 Kp)). Obviously, we also have

 (3-5) #(a, H(n), K (nf)) >- #T(a. H(n) gIK n).;
 if, however, an equality in (3.5) is achieved for every a e (0,1) [this happens, e.g.,
 if T(n) is sufficient for the structure ((n3), _V(n), n) U K(n)], then Tn) can be
 considered, in some sense, as sucient for the problem of testing H(n) against
 K i). Accordingly, [Ha'jek and Sidk (1967), Chapter 7], we say that T(n) is
 asymptoticaUy sufficient for the problem of testing H(n) against K (n) if

 (3.6) lim [/(a, H(n K(n)) - 3T(a HIn) K (n))] = 0, (0, 1).
 n -+oo

 An important consequence is that if T n>) is asymptotically sufficient for H n
 against K (n), then any asymptotically mmin most powerful test 4(n)* for H4)

 against KP) is also asymptotically maximin most powerful for H(n) against

 Let us consider now the problem of testing H(n)(A, B; *) against unspecified
 ARMA altematives. Denote by

 (3.7) K (n)(A, B; R P22 Rq2; f) = U{K (n)(A, B;y, 8; f )y RP28R q2},
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 the alternative under which the observed series X(n) is generated by some
 ARMA model [(1.8) and (1.9)] where y and 8 take on unspecified values,

 although being of specified dimensions P2 and q2. Let also d E R +, and denote
 by ?i(d) the set of values of (y, 8) E RP2 X Rq2 such that Ila + bll > d, with a
 and b given in (3.2). In order to obtain asymptotically maximin most powerful
 tests, we shall need to consider subhypotheses of the form

 (3.8) K(n)(A, B; RP2,Rq2; fId) = U {K(n)(A, B; y, 8; f )I(y, 8) E- (d)}-

 We then have the following sufficiency result.

 PROPOSITION 3.2. Let {'t1),..., l,Pi+ qj)) denote an arbitrary fundamental
 system of solutions of the homogeneous equation A(L)B(L)It = 0, t E Z. Wit-
 ing X for max(p2 - p1, q2 - ql), consider the max(p1 + q2, P2 + qj)-tuple of
 rank statistics [assume n e max(p2 - P1 + 3, q2- q1 + 3, p1 + q1 + 2)]

 n-I n-I

 (3 .9)= r (n r (n) E (l )rn E iPI + ql) n) (3.9) fT0$ J;ffI..IZ *=r
 i=17+ 1 i=7r+ I

 Then, for any d E R +, T/(n is asymptotically sufficient for the problem of testing
 H( )(A, B; ) against (3.8).

 The proof (see Appendix 3) consists in establishing that the sufficient condi-
 tions for asymptotic sufficiency of Hiajek and Aidak's (1967) Theorem 7.1.1 are
 satisfied.

 3.3. Asymptotic distribution of T(f. We conclude this section by establish-
 ing the asymptotic multinormality of any asymptotically sufficient vector T(.
 The proof of the following proposition essentially follows along the same lines as
 in Proposition 2.4 and is only briefly sketched in Appendix 3.

 PROPOSITION 3.3. n1/2T4(," is asymptotically normal, with mean 0 under
 H(n)(A, B; .), mean ((a, + b1), . . ., (a, + b,), Y *M(aj + bi),

 covarc mtPr+qi)(ax + bi))'[uy2I( f )]1/2 under K(n)(A, B; y, 8; f ) and full-rank
 covariance matrix

 under both where W, = (WI,; kl) and W*; k = oo=+ii(k)ll) < x, k, 1=
 1,...,~ PI + ql.

 4. Testing an ARMA model against another ARMA model: Asymp-
 totically mauin most powerful tests.

 4.1. Generalized quadratic serial rankstatistics. Quadratic serial rank
 statistics, providing rank-based versions of Box and Pierce's (1970) portman-
 teau statistic were introduced in Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1987). Since
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 however the asymptotically most powerful test for H(')(A, B; *) against
 K ()(A, B; y, 8; f ) cannot, in general, be found within the class of linear serial
 rank tests, quadratic serial rank statistics cannot be expected to provide optimal

 tests against unspecified values of y and 8 (unless, e.g., P1 = 0 = ql), and a more
 general type of quadratic rank statistics has to be considered: generalized
 quadratic serial rank statistics.

 Let s(n) - Mn) = (S(n) - Sp . . ) - min))' be a colunm vector of gener-
 alized linear serial rank statistics centered about their means [under
 H(")(A,B; *)]. Assuming that nl/2(S(n) - m(n)) has an asymptotic covariance
 matrix V2 of full rank, we define a generalized quadratic serial rank statistic as a

 statistic of the form Q(n) - n(S) - M(n)yV-2(S(n) - m(n)).
 Since we have shown that asymptotically sufficient statistics Tr) exist for

 testing H(n)(A, B; -) against K (n)(A, B; -y, 8; f ), it is intuitively quite natural to
 consider generalized quadratic serial rank statistics of the forn

 (4.1) Q()*A,B;f = nTI% y'W;jT,.V

 Actually, we shall establish in Section 4.2 that Q(n)B. f provides an asymptoti-
 cally maximin most powerful test for our problem. We first justify the notation

 by establishing the important property that Q(n), unlike T*"7, does not
 depend on the particular fundamental system {+t(t)} adopted.

 PROPOSITION 4.1. The quadratic statistic Q("B; f does not depend on the
 fundamental system {fitfi)}.

 For the proof, see Appendix 3.
 Let us illustrate Proposition 4.1 by means of two examples.

 EXAMPLE 4.1. Denote by X(1) ... X(pl+q1) the roots of A(z-')B(z-1) = 0,
 z e C, and assume that they all are distinct (hence of multiplicity 1-also recall
 that they all lie inside the unit circle). Then a fundamental system of solutions is
 provided by {+I(i) - XA-( + ), t e Z; j = 1, ...,p1 + q1}. Q!n* isthus a quadratic
 form involving the rank autocorrelations of orders 1 through r and geometrically

 weighted sums of rank autocorrelations of orders wi + 1 through n - 1. W. is
 then given by (W4f;kl) = ((1 - Xk X1).-)

 EXAMPLE 4.2. Denote by gu = 9(t, t - u) the Green's functions associated
 with the difference operator A(L)B(L). Then (see Appendix 1) another funda-

 mental system of solutions is {+f(j) = Ot j, t E Z; j = 1,.-., p1 + q1)
 Recalling that C-l = -2 * -pl-q,+ =, we obtain W=;kl
 EiO, -k-1+jW_1_li, hence

 y(O)y(l) ... (P1+q1-1)

 Wit= .y(l) .
 W2 'Y~~~~~~~~~~~~1
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 where we denote by Y(O),..., y(PI+q1-1) the first p1 + q1 - 1 autocovariances of
 the AR(p1 + q1) process {ft; t EE Z} characterized by the AR(p1 + q1) model

 (4.2) A( L)B( L )tt =,t t E- Z

 [(Qqt; t E Z) a second-order standardized white noise]. This matrix W2, which has
 also the nature of a Casorati matrix (cf. Appendix 1), is the one that appears in

 the usual Yule-Walker equations associated with (4.2).

 We now give the asymptotic distribution of Q(n)B; .

 PROPOSITION 4.2. Under H(n)(A, B; *), n), is asymptotically x2 with

 max(p, + q2, P2 + ql) degrees of freedom. Under K(n)(A, B; y, 8; f ), it is
 asymptotically noncentral x2, with the same degrees of freedom and with
 noncentrality parameter

 (4.3) X7 (y, 8) = 'lIa + b 12ay21( f)

 where a and b are given by (3.2).

 For the proof, see Appendix 3.

 4.2. Asymptotically maximin most powerful tests for testing an ARMA model
 against unspecified ARMA alternatives. Let us define an asymptotically maxi-
 min most powerful test for H(n)(A, B; -) against an unspecified ARMA(p2, q2)
 altemative as a test which is asymptotically maximin most powerful (among all
 tests of the same level) against any alternative of the form K (n)(A, B; R P2,
 R q2; fld) [cf. (3.8)], d E 1R ', f specified up to a scale parameter. We then have
 the following result.

 PROPOSITION 4.3. An asymptotically maximin most powerful test for
 H(l)(A, B; -) against an unspecified ARMA(p2, q2) alternative is provided by

 (4.4) a f*)*(A B; P2, q2; f ) = 1 if QA,B; f > Xmax(p?+q2,P2+ql);l-a

 Accordingly, the envelope power function

 #( a, H (n) (A, B; * ), K (n)(A, B; R8 P2, R aq2; f id ))

 converges, as n - , to 1 - Fm aX(p l + q2, P2q)(x(pq2 P2+q);a; 2 d2 I( f ))
 where X2;l-a denotes the (1 - a)-quantile of the x2 distribution with m degrees
 of freedom and Fm(.; X) the distribution function of the noncentral x2 with m
 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter X.

 COROLLARY 4.4. The rank portmanteau statistic nEl(ri (cf. Hallin,
 Ingenbleek and Puri, 1987) is asymptotically maximin most powerful against
 unspecified ARMA(p2, q2) alternatives if and only if p1 = q, = 0 and p =
 max(P2, q2).

 For the proof, see Appendix 3.
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 REMARK 4.1. Denoting by Q(n) = nE721(r'))2 the rank portmanteau statis-
 tic of order XT = max(p2 - p1, q2 - ql), maximin-optimal quadratic statistics
 Q(n).f A can be decomposed into Q(nf)= Qn) + Q4n Because Q(n) only
 depends on r(,..., r4 whereas Q ;4'j. f only depends on r(n)4;f, r(n); ,...I
 Q(n) and Q24')B; f are asymptotically independent x2-distributed statistics [under
 H(n)(A, B; .)]. Q(fn) contributes for max(P2 - pl, q2- ql) degrees of freedom,
 the maximal number of possible higher-order terms (autoregressive terms of

 orders larger than p1 and/or moving average terms of orders larger than ql).
 Q(n);j has the form of a weighted rank portmanteau statistic and contributes
 for (p1 + q1) degrees of freedom, one for each tested coefficient A1, .. ., Ap,,
 Bl ... Bql. The consideration of this decomposition in case H(n)(A, B;.) has
 been rejected, may provide a useful insight into tne reasons why rejection
 occurred, and thus suggest alternative model specifications.

 REMARK 4.2. The noncentrality parameter Xf(y-, 8) of the asymptotic distri-
 bution of Q(n); , under alternatives of the form K(n)(A, B; y, 8; f ) also can be
 decomposed into 1 X= (ai + bi)2a2I( f ) (contribution of the "unweighted part"
 Qfn)) and 2S=q1+l(a, + bi)2a2I( f) (contribution of the "weighted part" Q(n%; ).
 A study of the relation between these two quantities and the coefficients of
 the tested model (1.7) provides an interesting insight into the importance of
 the respective contributions of the "weighted" and "unweighted" parts to the
 asymptotic power of (4.4). As a general rule, the contribution of the " unweighted
 part" does not depend on A(L) and B(L), whereas the contribution of the
 "weighted part" is an increasing function of the "closeness to the unit circle" of
 the roots of A(z)B(z) = 0, z e C. To show this, let us consider a simple
 example.

 EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider the problem of testing the AR(1) model Xt-
 pX_1 = E t E Z, where IPI < 1, against ARMA(2, 1) alternatives. Here 7T = 1
 and

 a, = 1, i= 1,
 = \ypi-I + 7 pi-2 i> 2,

 b (81 i = 1,
 OI, i 2,

 if an alternative of the forn K (n(A, B; y = (71' -Y)' 6 =2(8 0); f ) is considered.
 The noncentrality parameter (4.3) accordingly decomposes into (-y, + 81)2 (con-
 tribution of the "unweighted" Q(n)), which does not depend on p, and

 (YlP2-1 + Y2PL2)2 = (Y1p + y2)2(1/(1 - p2)) (contribution of the "weighted"
 Q(n) ; f ). Clearly, this latter contribution is approximately Y2 if IPI 0 0-and the
 optimal test (4.4) is then approximately equivalent to the test based on an

 " unweighted" rank portmanteau statistic of order 2; if IjpI 1, then the contri-
 bution of Q(n4; f can be arbitrarily large.

 The absence of the weighted part Q(n) ; in the classical portmanteau
 statistic is possibly responsible for the somewhat disappointing performance of
 the Box-Pierce test (see also Remark 4.3).
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 REMARK 4.3. Corollary 4.4 characterizes the only case [viz. A(L) = I =
 B(L)] where an unweighted rank portmanteau statistic Q(n) is asymptotically
 maximin most powerful against the whole unspecified ARMA(p2, q2) alterna-
 tive. Q$n) can be shown however to provide maximin most powerful tests for
 more general model operators A(L) and B(L) if this altemative is restricted in
 an adequate manner. It can be shown, for example, that the unweighted rank
 portmanteau statistic of order r is asymptotically maximin most powerful for
 testing H(')(A, B; ) against the set of all ARMA(p2, q2) models of the form

 A(L)a(n)(L)Xt= B(L)b(n)(L)et considered in (1.11), where a(')(L) = 1 -
 n-1/2(a,L + - - +a,L') and b(n)(L) = 1 + n-1/2(b1L + .. +?b,,L") are un-
 specified, i.e., against altemative models which differ from the tested one only
 because of the existence of v additional roots to the characteristic equations.

 This latter type of altemative generalizes the ones considered for purely
 autoregressive processes with Gaussian generating white noise by Hosking (1978),
 who shows that in this particular case the parametric Box-Pierce portmanteau
 test asymptotically coincides with the likelihood ratio test.

 REMARK 4.4. Q(n); depends on P2 and q2 only through A = max(p2 -

 p1j q2 - ql); (4.4) is thus actually asymptotically maximin most powerful against
 the whole unspecified ARMA(p1 + A, q1 + A) alternative.

 REMARK 4.5. Q(")4.* depends on the operators A(L) and B(L) only through
 the symbolic product A(L)B(L), and thus takes the same form whether the

 tested model is A(L)Xt = B(L)et or B(L)Xt = A(L)ct or A(L)B(L)Xt = -t,
 etc.; but the filtered series z( from which Q(l),. , has to be computed is not the
 same.

 REMARK 4.6. The coefficients appearing in the "weighted part" Q(n) ; of
 Q(n);,f (see Remark 4.1) are computed here from the asymptotic covariance
 matrix W2 of TV; }. For small sample sizes, an exact orthogonalizing matrix could
 possibly be introduced.

 EXAMPLE 4.4. Consider the problem of testing the null hypothesis that an

 observed series x(n) was generated by the ARMA(1, 1) model X, - -X,
 lE + _ t E Z, against unspecified ARMA(2, 2) alternatives [or, equivalently,
 against ARMA(2, 1) or ARMA(1, 2) alternatives; cf. Remark 4.4]. Let Z(')=
 Z(n) = 0 and Z(n) = X(n)- 5X(n)- Z(n), t = 1,... ,n; denote by r the
 corresponding f-rank autocorrelations. A fundamental system of solutions of

 (1 - L)(1 + 2L)' = O, t e Z, is ('t(l) = (4)t-2; It(2) = (- 1)t-2} and
 max(p2 - p1, q2 - ql) = 1. The covariance matrix W2 (see Example 4.1) here is
 of the form

 w2=([l_(54)!]1 [2+2]2 2 ( 5 )

 r_ >1-I r s.X21-1 ~5 4
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 The statistic Qj4n)*; t is thUs

 Q(n,)B= n(r()2 + n2yP (_)i-2ri())
 i=2 i=2

 n-1

 25 5 - 1 5 f -2.n

 7 3 ~~~2
 (4.5) E(2)rg pn)

 i=2

 n-I 2 n-1 2

 - n(r(t)2 + (1.436)n (4)ir,(n) + (19.600)n [ n(-Dir/)

 If ARMA(3, 3) [or ARMA(3, 2), ARMA(3, 1), ARMA(1, 3),. . .] alternatives are to
 be considered, (4.5) has to be modified to

 n(r(N)) + n(r2!l?) + (2.243)n>2E(45)iri(n,)] + (78.4O0)n[ZE(- )iri(??]

 + -(9.844)n 93 (4)(4l?][E (_ n)i)(nj]

 i=3 JiL=3

 5. Comparison with existing procedures: Concluding remarks.

 5.1. A brief overview of some existing procedu4res. Tests of time series
 models adequacy have been extensively studied, and a general survey on the
 literature on this subject is certainly not possible here. A common feature of the
 most frequently used procedures is that they do not pay much attention either
 to the particular model to be tested or to any specific type of alternative. The
 typical approach consists indeed in computing residuals from the model to be
 tested, then applying to those residuals some existing test for white noise.
 Classical examples are the Durbin-Watson test, its higher-order generalizations
 [Evans and King (1985)] or the popular Ljung-Box-Pierce portmanteau test
 [Box and Pierce (1970); Ljung and Box (1978)].

 More recently, attempts have been made to bring some optimality considera-
 tions into the problem. Severai authors [see, e.g., Hosking (1978)] have char-
 acterized some restricted alternatives against which existing procedures-such as
 Quenouille's or Box and Pierce's achieve optimality. A more direct approach
 has been undertaken by some others, who derive optimai tests for some specific
 situations [mostly, Gaussian Lagrange multiplier tests- see Godfrey (1979),
 Hosking (1980), Poskitt and Tremayne (1980); multivariate results are also
 available: Hosking (1981) and Poskitt and Tremayne (1982)]. A complete result
 for Gaussian AR(1) series has been obtained in Dufour and King (1986), where
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 locally best invariant tests are shown to rely on exponentially weighted sums of
 sample autocorrelations-a test statistic which is a parametric first-order Gaus-
 sian version of our asymptotically sufficient statistic (3.9).

 Whereas existing parametric procedures thus either belong to the category of
 pure significance tests or address restricted classes of Gaussian alternatives, our
 weighted rank portmanteau tests are providing a locally asymptotically optimal
 solution to the problem of testing for time series models adequacy in its most
 general forn. Moreover, the proposed solution enjoys all the additional ad-
 vantages of nonparametric procedures: it is robust and distribution-free.

 5.2. Efficiency comparisons. A quantitative comparison of the asymptotic
 performances of our nonparametric tests with those of existing parametric ones
 can be achieved through the computation of asymptotic relative efficiencies,
 whereas small-sample comparisons require extensive Monte Carlo experiments.
 We therefore limit ourselves to asymptotic considerations; a study of small-sam-
 ple situations is the purpose of an ongoing research [see Hallin and Melard (1987)
 for some results]. Two particular problems, for which an "optimal" parametric
 Gaussian procedure is available, are considered in some detail: (a) testing the
 coefficient of an AR(1) model and (b) testing for additional AR or MA roots. For
 a comparative discussion of weighted rank-based and classical portmanteau
 tests, we also refer to the end of Section 4.

 (a) Testing the coefficient of an AR(1) model. Seven procedures are considered

 for testing HOW: p = po, jpOl < 1, against H(n): p # po in the AR(1) model
 Xt- pXt_i= E6. All correlation coefficients are computed from the residuals
 Z(n) = x(n) pOX(n) or from their ranks R(n). For the sake of convenience, all of
 the following tests have been given an asymptotic 1 degree of freedom chi-square
 form. The noncentrality parameters (5.2), (5.4), (5.6), (5.8) and (5.10) are those of
 the asymptotic noncentral chi-square distributions of the test statistics under
 the local sequence of alternatives associated with Xt - (po + n-1/2d)Xt-, = Et
 where E has density f(.). X2-a stands for the (1 - a)-quantile of the chi-square
 distribution with 1 degree of freedom.

 (i) Two-sided first-order sample autocorrelation test, two-sided Durbin-
 Watson test, von Neumann's ratio test, Ljung-Box-Pierce test of order 1 (all
 these tests are asymptotically equivalent):

 (5.1) reject H(n) if (n - 1)(r(n))2 > XI

 (5.2) noncentrality parameter: d 2/2.

 (ii) Two-sided Dufour and King test: reject H if

 (5.3) (1- Po)[ (n - i)2/2pO-1r/n)] (i - p2(n-l)) > X2

 (5.4) noncentrality parameter: d2/2(1 - pg).
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 (iii)-(v) van der Waerden, Wilcoxon and Laplace (weighted) rank port-

 manteau tests: reject HP) if

 (.) (1 _-P2)[? (n-_ i)1/2pio-l r n)] (1 _p2(n-1)) > X 2

 noncentrality parameter: d 2 [ XJ)g(G - u)) gf (F- 1(u)) du

 (5.6) 2
 x j'G-(v)F-(v) dv 2(1 - p2)I(g);

 here g, G, 4g and I(g) denote the standard normal, logistic and double
 exponential densities, distribution functions, scores and Fisher infornation,
 respectively.

 (vi) Spearman (weighted) rank portmanteau test: reject HO(' if

 (5.7)n-I 2/
 (5 7) (1 - P) E(n - )/ i-n (1 - p2(n-1)) > x2

 noncentrality parameter: 144d 2 [Up (F- 1(u)) du

 (5.8) 2
 x f1vF-(v) dv] /2(1 p2);

 ;:n) stands here [and in (5.9)] for the Speannan-Wald-Wolfowitz rank autocor-
 relation coefficient; see Hallin and Melard (1987), Hallin and Puri (1987) and
 Dufour and Hallin (1987).

 (vii) Bartels' (1982) two-sided rank version of von Neumann's ratio test:

 (5.9) reject Hn) if (n - 1)(iln))2 > 2
 (5.10) noncentrality parameter: 144d2[ j1w2 ( F- (u)) du |vF- '(v) dvj 2.

 The asymptotic relative efficiencies (ARE) of all these tests with respect to each
 other can be obtained, under various densities f, as the ratios of their respective
 noncentrality parameters. Table 1 provides some numerical values.

 (b) Testing against additional AR or MA roots. The problem considered here
 is a generalization of the one studied in Hosking (1978); see Remark 4.3 for
 description. Five procedures are compared here: the Ljung-Box-Pierce para-
 metric portnanteau test (of order X if ST additional roots are to be tested) which
 is also, asymptotically, the Gaussian likelihood ratio test and four rank-based
 portmanteau tests (of order 'T; in this particular case, they are of the unweighted
 type). According to Proposition 4.3 (and using the same notation), their asymp-
 totic powers, against contiguous alternatives of the form considered in Remark
 4.3 and such that El' (ai + bi)2 = d2, are of the form 1 - Fl(X2,-a; A2), where
 X2 is obtained by letting po = 0 in the noncentrality parameters (5.4) (for the
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 TABLE 1

 Asymptotic relative efficiencies of various parametric and nonparametric test procedures for problems (a)
 and (b) (denoted by superscripts (a) and (b), respectively) under various density types. For each density

 type, the ARE's are computed with respect to the locally asymptotically optimal test(s) (ARE value of 1).

 Parametric Nonparametric

 van der

 Dufour-Kinga Waerdena

 Density r,n) Ljung-Box- van der Wilcoxona Laplacea Spearmana Bartelsa
 type f - Pierceb Waerdenb Wilcoxonb Laplaceb Spearmanb

 Gaussian (1 _ p2) 1 1 0.948 0.613 0.912 0.912(1 - P2o)
 Logistic 0.912(1 - p2) 0.912 0.954 1 0.741 0.912 0.912(1 p2)
 Double

 exponential 0.500(1 - p2) 0.500 0.613 0.741 1 0.613 0.613(1 _ p2)

 Ljung-Box-Pierce portmanteau test), (5.6) (for the van der Waerden, Wilcoxon
 and Laplace unweighted portmanteau tests) and (5.8) (for the Spearman
 unweighted portmanteau test), respectively.

 Some numerical values are provided in Table 1.
 An inspection of Table 1 reveals the excellent asymptotic performances of

 rank portmanteau tests: the van der Waerden tests perform uniformly strictly
 better than the optimal normal-theory tests [viz. the Dufour-King test in
 problem (a) and the usual Ljung-Box-Pierce portmanteau test in problem (b)]
 -except of course in the case of Gaussian series, where they perform equally
 well. The ARE of optimal nornal-theory tests with respect to Laplace port-
 manteau tests can be as low as 2. Note that the Wilcoxon portmanteau tests
 uniformly dominate the corresponding Spearman-Wald-Wolfowitz procedures.
 As for the Durbin-Watson and von Neumann ratio tests, their relative perfor-
 mances in problem (a) with respect to optimal rank-based procedures can be

 arbitrarily bad as IPOI -- 1.

 APPENDIX 1

 Difference operators and difference equations. ARMA models char-
 acterize stochastic processes as solutions of stochastic difference equations. We
 briefly review here some basic results on difference operators and difference
 equations that are used throughout the present paper. These results are uni-
 variate constant-coefficient versions of more general results given in Hallin (1986)
 [see also Miller (1968)].

 Denote by 61 . , Op a p-tuple of real coefficients with 4 3 0 and by L the
 lag or backshift operator (Lzt = zt- )4 These coefficients characterize a linear
 difference operator of order p: ((L) = 1 + EP 10jLt. Such an operator defines
 difference equations O(L)'t = wt, t E Z, the solutions of which are completely
 determined by p successive "initial" values.

 The Green's function Gt associated with the operator @(L) is the solution of
 the homogeneous equation ((L)Gt = 0, t E Z, taking on initial values Go = 1,
 G(-1) = ... = G(-p + 1) = 0.
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 It is easy to see that the set of all solutions of the homogeneous equation
 O(L)*t = 0, t E Z, constitutes a vector space of dimension p. A basis of this
 vector space is called a fundamental system of solutions. Two fundamental
 systems are particularly convenient:

 (a) Denote by X(1),..., X(p) the roots of the polynomial O(z-'), i.e., the
 solutions of 1 + ) 1z-1 + .. E) z-P= 0, z E C. Assume that all these roots
 are of multiplicity 1. Then {A(1),..., A(p)} constitutes a fundamental system of
 solutions.

 (b) Another fundamental system is provided by the p-tuple of Green's
 functions G, Gt+ Gt+p - 1}; see Hallin [(1986), Theorem 1.1].

 Using this latter fundamental system, the general solution of ( L)It = St is
 t-l

 E GuXt- + (Gt, Gt+l **... Gt+p?)C-C1(I0, '-.., * * -p+)')
 U=O

 t> 1,
 tt= -p

 E Guwt-u + (Gt, Gt+, * * * Gt+p-?)C-1(40, '- * *,-p+l)
 u=t

 t< -p,

 where

 Go G .. -L 1 E1 ...

 G- l =l G ... ... 1

 [C is the value for t = 0 of the Casorati matrix associated with the fundamental

 system (Gt, Gt+ 1) ... Gt+p- 11 ]

 APPENDIX 2

 Exact and approximate residuals. The exact residuals z(n =
 . Zn,n)), where Zt(n) = [A(L)/B(L)]Xt(n), 1 < t < n, cannot be derived
 from the observed series X(n) [unless B(L) 1]. From Appendix 1, we have
 indeed

 t-1 Pi \

 z(n) = Hu 1- Y2 AjLj)XX()
 u=O j=1

 (A2.1)

 + (Ht, ... ., Ht_,I+J)C-1 ZO(n), .. * , Z(n) +)' t > O,

 where the values of X(n), -p1 + 1 < t < 0 and Zt(n), -q1 + 1 < t ? 0 are not
 available from the observations. Approximate residuals z(n) can be obtained by
 putting Xn) = X(n) =X(n) -1 = =Z(n) = Z(n) =(n) in
 (A2.1) or, equivalently, by applying, from the previous initial values, the recur-

 sion formula z(n) - E, A 1X=(") - q1B iZtZif. More sophisticated
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 devices yielding better small-sample properties such as backforecasting can also
 be used [see, e.g., Box and Jenkins (1970), pages 199-200], but the effect of the
 chosen initial values is asymptotically negligible. Under assumption (b) (Section

 3.1), the difference A(n) = zn) _ z(n) is Op(At), as t -s o, where A < 1 is the
 modulus of the largest root of A(z'-)B(z1) = 0, z E C. Denote by (n)* the
 value of the optimal statistic (2.8) when the ranks R(') of the exact residuals
 z(n) are replaced by those A(n) of the approximate residuals Z(n). Our objective
 is to show that, as n -x oc, S(n)* and S(n)* are asymptotically equivalent [i.e.,
 nL/2(S(n) - S(n)*) - op(l)], so that the results of the paper are not affected if
 approximate residuals are used. Consider the problem of testing H(n)(A, B; f )
 against K (n)(A, B; y, 8; f ). Referring to the proof of Proposition 2.2 (A3.1), we
 have

 log L(n)(Z(n)) - log L(n)(Z(n))

 -log E [X(n)(Z(n) + A(n) X() (n) -(n n) z(n)
 Carrying on Taylor's expansion of X(,)(Z(n) + A(n), X(n)) (with respect to the
 A(tn) 's), it is easy to see that under H(n)(A, B; f ), the difference (A2.2) is op(l) as
 n x3 00 [the arguments involved are essentially the same as in the proof of
 Proposition 2.2 with the additional fact that quantities of the form ai A(Pn)i are
 Op(At)]. Denote by H/ )(A, B; f ) the hypothesis under which (Z),..., n)) are
 independent and identically distributed with density f(.). Ihn)( ... ) and
 Hf n)( ... ) are contiguous [because the sequences of the distributions of
 En 1log( ft(Zn))/f(Z(n))) are relatively compact under both Hfn)( ...) and
 f n)( *.*.* ); Le Cam (1960)]. Taking (A3.9) into account, it follows that

 nl/2(A(n)* - S(n) - [log L(n)(-(n)) -log L(")(Z(n))]

 (A2.3) x [Ila + bI2u2aI( f -1/2 + op(l)

 = op(1)l

 (A2.3) holds under H(n)(A, B; f ) and, because of Le Cam's third lemma, it also
 holds under K (n)(A, B; y, 8; f ), which establishes the desired result.

 APPENDIX 3

 Proofs.

 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.2. The proof mainly consists in decomposing
 log L(n)(X(n)) into

 (A3.1) log L(n)(X(n)) = - 2 (an + b )2a 2I( f) + R() +
 i=l

 where y(n)(X(n)) = n-1/2EnK? 14(Xt)K= 1(ai + bi)Xti is asymptotically nor-
 mal with mean 0 and variance E%1(ai + bi)2cr2I( f) [this follows from Proposi-
 tion 3.1 in Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1985)], and R(n) converges to zero in
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 probability [under Ho(')] as K -- 00, uniformly with respect to n. Since the
 asymptotic distribution of f K(n)(X(n)) clearly converges, as K -- o, to the normal
 distribution with mean zero and variance E21(ai + bi)2G2I( f ), the asymptotic
 normality of log L(n)(X(n)) follows from Theorem 2.1. Contiguity then im-
 mediately stems from Le Cam's first lemma [Ha'jek and Sidak (1967), page 204].

 A decomposition of the desired (A3.1) form is obtained by considering a
 Taylor expansion of the log-likelihood ratio. In order to avoid purposeless
 intricate computations, we are treating here in some detail the case where
 b = (0, 0, . .. ). (2.1) then takes the form of an AR(oo) model. The general case can
 be treated along the same lines by introducing the AR(oo) form of (2.1),
 xt- D 1 d n)Xt - i t, then showing that it is asymptotically equivalent with a
 model of the form Xt - n - 2,-1(a, + bi)X,_ = Et [see Hallin, Ingenbleek and
 Puri (1985), Appendix 2b].

 Denote by X(on = (X(n), X(n), ...) the stationary solution (for t < 0) of (2.1)
 and by x(n) an n-tuple of i.i.d. variables with common density f(x), independent

 from x Under H(n) the log-likelihood ratio can be expressed as
 (A3.2) log L(n)(X(n)) = log E [X(n)(X(n), X(n))iX(n)

 with X(n)(X(n), X(On)) = H1- nf(X(n) - 1/2E?o Expanding
 log X(n)(X(n), X(n)) yields

 n oo

 log X(n)(X(n) X() - 1/2 E (X(n)) E X(n)

 (A3.3) t=1 i=1
 - (2n) _ 1 ( X(n) - n aix )( E

 t=1 = =

 with 0 = O(X(n) X(on)) E [0, 1]. First let us consider the second-order term in
 (A3.3). Since p' is Lipschitzian,

 n oc) 00 2~~~~0
 n -1 o X, <>((n) _ an l/2 E (P i -?(Xtn)][ E (n)i

 (A3.4) taX ) - 1: aiX 4
 n 00 3

 < n-3/2K . y (n)
 t=1 i=1

 But, under H(, X(n) has finite moments of order 6, both for t > 0 as for t < 0.
 Since E. 1IaJ < oo, the variance of (A3.4) is O(n ')and the second-order term
 in (A3.3) reduces to

 n 00 2

 - (2 n) E +f(Xt( n) ) E a iXt(nf) + ?p

 iK?1~~~~~~

 t=1 i=1

 _1 n K 2 n
 (A3.5) = (2n) 1Eogt(X(n)) ?.aXt(n)g)-2)1E?((

 t=1 = t=1

 K 00 00 \2

 x2EaiXt(_ E aiX- + fiaX_)+ Op.
 i=1 L=K+l I = K +
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 The first sum on the right-hand side of (A3.5) is a sum of identically distributed

 K-dependent terms; it therefore converges, as n xc, to (t > K)

 K 2 ~~~~~~~~~K

 -2E = -aXa21( f) E a

 As for the remainder term, let us show that it converges to zero, as K -Y
 uniformly with respect to n. Taking into account the fact that X(n) has finite
 fourth-order moments, as well for t > 0 as for t < 0, we obtain

 E 2)- (1 Id X iiEia. . I

 +2(2n (X ) E X(X(n))( a aiX(n)])]
 t1 1 Li=K+

 ?- tE E( (xfnXt(n))) 2KI E a.IXt(n)]

 +2 ,E, E[?O,(Xt(n))]E 0,(X,(n))( iXt(ni) ( iX.(n)i)
 1 <s< t<n iK + 1 i=Kc+ I

 +E I(fE( X(n))))2 K ( E la++ 1)il)

 oo 4~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 < K' f Jail.

 In a very similar way,

 n K 00 2 00~ ~~~~~~~ ia4) E( (2 n) E tn E a iXt(n ) ( aiti))< K Y. ( J ail);
 t3 l = I i = K+ I L =

 the two constants K' and K" do not depend on n. The right-hand side of (A3.5)
 therefore satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 in the particular case where
 the limit distribution is degenerate [F(z) = 1 for z > - 2E=1a2u2I( f) F(z) = 0
 elsewhere] and the second-order term in (A3.3) converges in probability to
 - DO2 aa 2I( f ) as n -* oc. (A3.3) consequently takes the form

 n 00 00

 log X(n)(X()(n) 1/2 (X(n)) iX(n) aC2I(f) + 0
 t=- i=1 i=1

 n 00

 rp(n)tX(n)) +n-112 E (p(Xtn) ) aiX(n)
 tK 1 K t

 00

 -2 E ai2fa2I(f) + op.
 i-l
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 Because E[4p(X('))4(X(n))] = 8tsJ( f), t, s = 1,..., n, we have

 l n 00 2

 E n-1/2 E O>(X(n) E aiX(n))
 t=1

 E [(0(X(n)))IE( ~ a X(n~) ? K'(f, ail) n t=l1 =K + 1 IC 1
 the latter quantity again converges to zero as K o- , independently of n. Going
 back to (A3.2),

 00

 log L(n)(X(n)) (X(n) - E a 20 2I( f)
 i=l

 +logE[exp(n1l/2 E (p(X(n)) E aX(n)}IX(n)] + ?
 t = 1 =K +

 which is of the required form (A3.1). In the general case, Y?0la' has to be
 replaced with El?"(ai + bi)2. 0

 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3. Consider the log-likelihood ratio log L(n)(X(n))

 for Ho(;n against the Kth-order "truncation" K(n) of K(n)(a,b; f ), K> p. We
 know from Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1985) that the joint distribution of
 (log L(n) nl/2(S(n) - m(n)))' is asymptotically normal (under Ho(), with mean
 (-2 iX,(a1 + bi)2u2I( f ),0)' and covariance matrix

 K

 (ai +bi )20f2I() f

 (ai + bi)Ci V2
 i=l

 Now the decomposition we obtained in (A3.1) is, up to op terms, of the form
 00

 (A3.6) log L(n)(X(n)) = log L(n)(X(n)) + R(n) - 2 E (ai + bi)2u2I( f).
 K+ 1

 Since V2 is finite and does not depend on n or on K, Theorem 2.1 can be applied
 again to an arbitrary linear combination of log L(n)(X(n)) and nl/2(S(n) - m(n)).
 It follows that the joint distribution of log L(n) and nl/2(S(n) - m(n)) is asymp-
 totically normal, with mean (- ME=l(ai + bi)2u2I( f ), 0)' and the same covari-
 ance matrix as before, except for the first diagonal element, which is now

 Y?0(ai + bi)2u21(f). Proposition 2.3 then straightforwardly follows from
 Le Cam's third lemma. Ei

 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.4. (i) The proof of part (i) of the proposition
 readily follows from Le Cam's third lemma by applying Theorem 2.1 and
 Proposition 3.2 in Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1987) to an arbitrary linear
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 combination of log L(')(X(l)) and nl/S,n)*, where
 1i/2 [n- 1 11/2

 ln Y,- ifa+b S(n)*fL (ai + bi )2

 n-I r4 n
 - L (n - i)12(a + ) -+ f

 (ii) Write K (n) for K (n)(a, b; f ). It follows from (2.9) that the asymptotic
 power of the test based on S(n)* for Hn) against K(n) is 1 - 4(kl_ -
 Ila + bll[(521( f )]1/2), where D denotes the standard normal distribution func-
 tion. Using classical notation ( Section 3.2), let /3(a, H, K) be the envelope power
 function for testing H against K at level a. Then 8(a, Hg, K(n)) is the power
 reached by the likelihood ratio test. Using Proposition 2.2, we obtain

 lim 13(a, H K(n) - 1 - (kl- Ia + bll[a2I( f )12).
 nl -*00

 Since ,B(a, H(n) K(n) > /l(a, Hin) K(n)) for every n, we have
 n-00 fl*0

 lim ,B(a, Ho(;nf) Y ZK8'n)2 lim sup fl(a, HOW, K n)).
 n -oo n - o

 Therefore,

 lim sup fi(a, Ho , K)) ? 1 - -(k - la + bll[a2I( f )]1/2)
 n -0oo

 M r fl4a, Hn, K(n)), li 00 g K
 n - oo

 which implies that limn- /(a HOn K (n)) exists and equals the asymptotic
 power of (2.9). ro

 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 1l (n(X(n) f ln f (Z(n)). The objective is
 to show that there exist tJn -measurable variables hM', such that the functions

 (A3 .) (n ) = 1 ( n) h( n)
 are densities for all (y, 8) E 2(d) and n (n sufficiently large), and satisfy

 (A3.8) lim sup | 10, I n
 n - &9(d)

 where Ilp - qllL L is the L -distance flp - qI d,l for densities defined with respect
 to the a-finite measure ,.u

 Consider the optimal rank statistic SXn)* we introduced in Propositions 2.4
 and 3.1. It follows from the proof of Proposition 2.4 that asymptotically the joint

 distribution of log l( /10;)f and nl/2S j) is normal, with covaWance matri

 Ila + bll2a2( f) A
 la + bll[o02(I 1/2 1)'

 from which we deduce that

 (A3.9) log[ L (n;/I(n)I + 'Ila + bhI2ay2I( f nl/211a + bjI[a2Ji( f )1i/2S Sa
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 converges to zero, in probability, under H( )(A,B; f ). Moreover, this conver-
 gence is uniforn with respect to the yi's and 8i's, (y, 8) E 9(d). Hence writing
 s.(n for n'l2IIa + bjl [a21( f )]l/2S,2 [with a and b given in (3.2)], we have

 lim sup Pl(n)Z(n)/1( - exp(sn() - Miia + b| t2a2I(f > ? = 0
 n - ? 9(d)

 for any e > 0, which is equivalent to Hajek and Sidak's equation (10) [(1967),
 page 246].

 Defining h(nl as

 B (n)exp[s*(n - Ilia + b112u21(f)I, if Isa( n
 y,8 \0, if Is(n) | > C(n)

 where B,S is a normalizing constant such that (A3.7) is a probability density
 function, and reproducing Hajek and Sidak's proof of Theorem 7.1.1 [(1967),
 pages 247-248, including their definitions of constants C(n)] leads to the conclu-
 sion that (A3.7) and (A3.8) are satisfied.

 In order to complete the proof, it remains to show that the variables s(n)*
 hence the h(yn's are T(nf)-measurable. Notice therefore that, for t ? P2 - P1 + 1
 and t'?> q2 - q1 + 1, at = I?21_yjGt_- and bt, = EX?2 12Ht,_j. Now
 {Gt-1,..., Gt-pl} and {Ht_1,..., Ht_ql} constitute fundamental systems of solu-
 tions of A(L)4t = 0, t e Z, and B(L)'t = 0, t E Z, respectively (see Appendix
 1), and Gt_p_ .,Gt-P2 and Htqll,... IHt-q2 are solutions of the same
 equations, respectively. Hence, for t 2 7r + 1, A(L)at = 0 = B(L)bt, from which
 we deduce that A(L)B(L)(at + bt) = 0, t ? ir + 1. It follows that

 (A3.10) (a + bi) = - kli k 8+ (1. i(pj+qj)% i > T + 1
 where the constants ki,..., kpl+ql depend on y and 8 only (for given *t(j)'s).
 Going back to the definition of s(n+) we finally obtain

 sn )* = n1/2 Xja+ b(f) ,2 ((a1 + bl),..., (as + bjkr)lkX,..., kp+q)T(; ),X

 which completes the proof. El

 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.3. Let K > Xi and consider an arbitrary linear
 combination of log L(n)(Z(')), n2rfn),... nl/2rzn) n"2/2K Tl4)r(') and
 nl/2E=_ (p,+ ql) n). The asymptotic normality of this linear combination can
 easily be established along the lines of Proposition 3.1 in Hallin, Ingenbleek and
 Puri (1987). Theorem 2.1 can then be applied to obtain the asymptotic normality
 of this linear combination in the case when K = X. Proposition 3.3 finally follows
 from Le Cam's third lemma.

 The nonsingularity of W2, hence that of W, results from the fact that the
 Pt(j)'s are linearly independent solutions of

 (A3.11) A(L)B(L)It = O, t e Z. O
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 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.1. Let {e(1),..., E(P1+I)) and {(t(1), ... . At(Pl + ql)}
 denote two arbitrary fundamental systems for (A3.11). Then

 ( 9(1)~ ... 9epI + ql) (1), . ,t(p, + ql))K', t E Z,

 where K is some nonsingular constant matrix of dimension (p1 + q1) x (P1 +
 ql). Hence

 T4n) =( 0 T,(n) W2= KW2K'
 and

 Tfz)tW-2T(; = T np I o I 0 1 0 AT,(n) T; I- ;Ton'( K 0 K-W 2K- 0 K} f
 = Tr)tW;2Tr') . O

 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.2. The proof straightforwardly follows from
 Proposition 4.1. Notice indeed that, on account of (A3.10), letting k'=

 ((a1 + b1), ... , (a,, + br), k1,..., kp1?q), the asymptotic mean of n1/2T(/' un-
 der K (n)(A, B; y, 8; f ) takes the form

 (A3 .12) W2k [ af 2J( f ]1/-

 On the other hand, k'W2k = Ila + bll2, yielding the noncentrality parameter
 (4.3). o

 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.3. We know from Section 3.3 that Tr)f is asymp-
 totically sufficient for testing H(n)(A, B; -) against (3.8). nl/2W;T4"(n)f is thus
 also asymptotically sufficient since 2 is a full-rank covariance matrix.

 Under H(n)(A, B; y, 8; f ), the asymptotic distribution of n1/2W7 'Tr;)f is
 normal with mean p(y, 8) = WNk[a2I( f )]1/2 [(A3.12)] and identity covariance
 matrix.

 Let us show that when (y, 8) describes Ri P2 x R q2, k and thus p(y, 8) describe
 Rmax(Pl+q2,P2+ql). Any value of (a,,..., a 2_) E R P2R-PI can be reached by
 choosing appropriate values of y1,..., yp2_,1, and a, t 2 P2 - P1 + 1, can be
 made equal to any solution of A(L)It = 0 by adjusting the remaining P1
 components YP2 _P + 1,..., Yp2 of y. A similar result holds for b and 8. Further-
 more, any solution of A(L)B(L)I' = 0, t > 7T + 1, can be decomposed into a
 solution 'ta of A(L)4t = 0 plus a solution ,'I of B(L)4' = 0. This follows indeed
 from the fact that A(z) and B(z) have no common root: A fundamental system
 of A(L)B(L)4t = 0 can thus be formed by juxtaposing a fundamental
 system {I(1), ..., )*(Pi)} of A(L)It = 0 with a fundamental system
 {PI(P+l), .,(Pi+qI)) of B(L)It = 0.

 Now, under the condition (y, 8) E 2(d), i.e., Ila + blj2 > d2, the values of
 p(y, 8) are restricted to those satisfying ,'(y, 8),u(y, 8) = k'W2ka2I( f ) >
 d 2a2( f). Thus the family of asymptotic distributions of n' 2W 1T4," under
 K(n)(A,B; RP2, Rq2; f d) is the set of al normal distributions with mean i and
 identity covariance matrix such that ,' 2 d2u21( f ), whereas under H(n)(A, B; *)
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 the asymptotic distribution of n12W 1TIn)f is normal with mean 0 and identity
 covariance matrix.

 It follows from an invariance argument and the Hunt-Stein theorem [see, e.g.,
 Lehmann (1959), Section 8.4] that the maximin most powerful test for this

 problem is based on the test statistic nTI;nW 2Tg;n)-which is precisely Q .; f.
 Because of the asymptotic sufficiency of T(n), this test is also maximin most
 powerful for H(')(A, B; .) against any K (n)(A, B; RP2, Rq2; fl d), d E Ri +. [

 Corollary 4.4 gives the particular form of the asymptotically maximin most

 powerful statistic Q.)1; I in the case where p1 = q, = 0 and 7T = max(P2, q2).
 This is the only case where Q2)B; f turns out to be a quadratic serial rank
 statistic in the sense of Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1987).
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